Privileged Session Management not only ensures full user access accountability and visibility for meeting
compliance mandates, but also acts as a unique deterrent against SysAdmin malpractice by providing
irrefutable evidence of their privileged activities.

REcord Every Session ON
Every Device

Shadow Any Session As it
Happens, In Real Time

Fully CApture All
Keystrokes Made

All SysAdmin sessions on the PxM
Platform can be recorded.

All SysAdmin sessions on the PxM
Platform can also be shadowed.

Optionally enable comprehensive
keytroke capturing on all sessions.

See what your users are doing,
as they are doing it.

Enable SuperAdmins to
search and identify particular
keystrokes during each session.

Visual capture allows video
playback of each and every
session.
Thumbnail views allow
searching at a glance.
We use native management
tools so that no plug-ins or
agents are necessary.

Even 3rd party service provider
sessions can be monitored as
they happen.
Terminate sessions manually
whilst shadowing.

Capture what video can’t keylogging works in tandem
with video capture to register
what cannot be captured
visually.

Implement the Red Box
to Deter Wrongdoing

Search Sessions by
Meta-information

Change Management/
History Log

Whilst a session is being
recorded, a red box appears
around the session window.

Device Access Reports can search
by a wide range of useful and
tailored criteria.

Provide full accountability with
a comprehensive audit of all
sessions and their activity.

Clear indication to the user that
they are being either recorded
or monitored in situ.
This feature can be disabled
so that the user is unaware that
sessions are being monitored.
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Including date/time, user,
device, access level, protocol.
Even search through recorded
sessions by window titles.
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Privileged Session Management
can act as an irrefutable
change control record within an
IT infrastructure, removing any
doubt or ambiguity.

What is Privileged Session Management?
Oftentimes it is vital to know exactly what has been done to a system.
For example it may be useful to see how a vendor has solved an issue. When
mistakes have been made PSM can show the series of events that lead up to the
problem - if you know what has been done, you know what to undo. With PSM, you
can get an overview of a session through thumbnails, and then zoom into the details
through video and keystroke analysis.
PSM makes it very clear what is being recorded: there’s a red box around the recorded session. This acts as
a constant reminder that activity is being monitored. To malicious insiders it’s a real deterent, even if they are
using a generic account such as ‘root’ or ‘administrator’. Osirium ties the recording to both the identity
and the account used.
In the case of security-sensitive third party access, Osirium’s PxM Platform has the facility to shadow the session,
you can see in realtime what the remote admin has done whilst the session is simultaneously recorded.
Admins can also terminate active sessions and disable the user at the same time. Should malicious activity be
spotted, you can react instantly and stop the threat. This can also be used for every-day housekeeping tasks,
such as cleaning up RDP sessions being left open on a server.

Take the Ambiguity OUt of Accountability
PSM provides the ability to track and monitor what has been done to a system, from
where, and by whom. This could be to investigate suspicious behaviour or for audit
purposes. The PxM Platform’s Privileged Session Management enables security and
compliance managers to record, store and playback any privileged activities that
take place across their entire hybrid-cloud infrastructures.
Privileged Session Management not only ensures full user access accountability and visibility for meeting
compliance mandates but also acts as a unique deterrent against SysAdmin malpractice by providing
irrefutable evidence of their privileged activities.

Infrastructure & System Requirements (PxM Platform)
Virtualisation:
Osirium appliance allocations:

VMware 5 through 6, Xen, Hyper-V, Azure, AWS.
IP Address, 40GB storage, 2 x CPU cores, 8GB RAM.

Desktop Client Requirements:

Microsoft Windows & Microsoft .NET Framework v4.5.2 / macOS 10.9 or later

Minimum Browser & Plugins:

Internet Explorer 10 / Chrome 50
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